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Equilibrium reconstruction codes perform many tasks, from assessing the plasma shaping pa-

rameters to estimating global quantities such as the total plasma current or plasma stored energy.

They also reconstruct the different magnetic field components and bring together different di-

agnostics via mapping of simple cylindrical coordinates to flux coordinates. They are the corner

stone of many analysis workflows be it as simple as profile fitting or as advanced as gyrokinetic

modelling of the particle and heat fluxes for parameters relevant to a particular discharge. It

is therefore of crucial importance to benchmark these codes. This task can be facilitated if the

codes share the same data ontology which in addition enhances our ability to port and validate

models across multiple devices. This approach has been adopted by the Work Package for Code

Development using the ITER Integrated Modelling and Analysis Suite [1], building upon the

work of the European Integrated Modelling framework.

This paper follows up on initial work using the EQRECONSTRUCT workflow [2] to re-

construct JET discharges [3]. Here is presented a comparison of the different equilibrium re-

construction codes EQUAL [4] and NICE [5] and the original reconstructions for a set of dis-

charges taken from the MST1 and JET machines. The first results for a set of TCV discharges

with different directions of magnetic field and plasma current show good agreement within the

measurement error bars. So far the workflow was run using magnetics data only but work is

ongoing to include other constraints such as kinetic profile data. Interaction with the workflow

for MHD stability computation [6] is also discussed.
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